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supply & demand

Ireland

scotland
10 candidates 

per role (+3)

northern Ireland
8 candidates 
per role (+2)

south east
8 candidates 
per role (+2)

London 

6 candidates 
per role (+1)

north West
8 candidates 

per role (+1)

Wales
9 candidates 
per role (+2)

east england
8 candidates 
per role (+2)

West Midlands
7 candidates 
per role (+2)

south West
7 candidates 
per role (+2)

Yorkshire & Humber
7 candidates 
per role (+1)

east Midlands
9 candidates 
per role (+1)

north east
9 candidates 
per role (+1)

June-July-aug

arm.co.uk* data taken from Horsefly

top hirers of infrastructure talent
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Infrastructure trends 
over the past Quarter
         Queries

+60% for ‘HS2 map’
+40% for ‘HS2 jobs’
+250% for ‘Crossrail stations’
+60% for ‘landscape architecture’
+250% for ‘Women in engineering’

1. Project Manager

2. design engineer

3. Quantity Surveyor

4. Project engineer

5. architectural assistant

6. architect

7. Business analyst

8. engineer

9. Surveyor

10. Civil engineer

top job titles

From the beginning to the 
end of the quarter:

             top related topics

+160% for ‘Salaries’
+190% for ‘Surveying’
+160% for ‘renewable energy’
+250% for ‘electricity generation’

the gender make-
up of infrastructure 
talent remains 
steady at 78% MaLe 
and 22% feMaLe

£2% 
decrease 
in average 
salaries across 
the uK, across all 
experience levels 
(£38,777 to £37,953)

?

nO cHange 
in the number 
of candidates 
working in 
infrastructure

350k

London saw the biggest 
decrease in salaries 
at 3% and Wales the 
smallest at 0.25%. nI 
salaries increased 
during the quarter by 1%.

the number of 
job ads across the 
uK decreased by

22% 
(58,455 to 45,618)

jOb

London job ads reduced by 27% (14,205 
to 10,257) Wales and nI by 23% and the 
south east and West Midlands by 22%. 
The north West saw the smallest job ad 
volume reduction of 16%.

0-3 years 25% 
4-7 years 19%
8+ years 56%

the experience 
breakdown remains at


